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Ocean Updates 

  

Port of Vancouver Operations Update – July 19 

  

The Port of Vancouver issued the following update yesterday.  

  

Temperatures in the southeastern part of the province will continue to be hot and above seasonal 

numbers. Wildfire activity in the B.C. interior is expected to continue, with impacts to rail 

operations. Over the weekend (July 17), a fire at Tremont Creek shut down CN and CP traffic 

briefly, for an hour and half. 

  

At the time of this update, reports indicate that both CN and CP lines are operational, with an 

increase in rail activity over the past few days. Operations may be subject to temporary 

stoppages due to spot fires. Both lines continue to operate under Ministerial Order (MO) 21-06 

requirements, which include targeted speed restrictions, increased equipment inspections, and 

staging and deployment of additional fire prevention equipment. 

  

All anchorage class assignments are experiencing heightened demand, and availability in both 

port jurisdiction and the Southern Gulf Islands is very limited at the moment.  All English Bay 

anchorages are full and Southern Gulf Islands have 10 anchorages remaining. The vessel arrival 

board continues to be busy and we have multiple vessels all over 260 m in length arriving over 

the next 3 days. 

  

Vessels in port (at berth and at anchor) can be viewed on the home page of the PortVan eHub 
app by selecting “Vessels in Port.” 

 



Canadian Business/Government 

  

Extreme Heat and Drought in Western Canada Wreak Havoc on Food System 

  

Todd Lewis was driving south of Regina on Friday, looking out the window at fields that just didn’t 

seem right. The canola flowers are supposed to be in full bloom at this time of year, to the point 

that the fields look almost fluorescent. “All this should be bright yellow,” said Lewis, head of the 

Agricultural Producers Association of Saskatchewan. 

  

Instead, the fields were more green and brown. After weeks of devastating heat and drought in 

Western Canada, many of the canola flowers have withered in the sun, he said. Without that 

flower, the canola plant doesn’t produce a pod. And without a pod, there are no lucrative canola 

seeds to crush into oil or export around the world. They’re just empty stems. 

  

“There’s a lot of crop that’s going backwards right now,” said Lewis. “In many cases, it’s beyond 

the point of no return. There’ll be acres in Western Canada that will have zero crop come off, zero 

yield.” 

  

His best guess, at this point, is that crop yields in Saskatchewan will fall by 25 percent compared 

with last year. If the plus-30-degree heat continues as forecast, those losses might be as bad as 

50 percent. “That’s billions of dollars of revenue,” he said. 

  

Read more in an article from the Financial Post. 
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https://ciffa.apms5.com/anywhere/m?s=ciffa&m=s_069d37c5-b274-4a21-a3bb-07c38e99ed3e&u=e1jq4wvfdtfmcc238t2k6d1p5n2m4c9m5mu30hhq5n14adhm5n2m8c1g6gw38d9t7523a&r2=d1u78w3k78qjytk9dtgpwrv9c5p70vvkegq66vvd5xhpyvbddxj6jx39cntjyrb7e9mp6xbcehuq4t9fcnw78wk5dnjjuu35c5u2urbecgpp8wkfenkpgx1dd5q2uxv5edu6awke5nhp2vk1chgjuxvjcngppbb8c5v6yrtddxq2utkfdxj2uwvtedu6av9zenu6uqv3c5pq0rb9cxq3uta2enp6rtbmd5q5ychh60vk4c16enu6uqvdcnj6jxbd7njpurb9dgk7ax3dbxtpyxbjcdjkurbnehqq0ubcdxu0&n=5
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International Business/Government 

  
U.S. Clashes with Mexico, Canada on Car Rules in Risk to USMCA 

  

The U.S. is clashing with Mexico and Canada over rules for cars shipped across regional borders. 

The dispute focuses on how to calculate the percentage of a vehicle that comes collectively from 

the three countries under the U.S.-Mexico-Canada agreement, according to people familiar with 

the matter. The deal took effect last July, but the new so-called rules of origin are designed to be 

phased in over several years. 

  

The U.S. insists on a stricter way than Mexico and Canada believe they agreed to for counting 

the origin of certain core parts including engines, transmissions and steering systems in the 

overall calculation, the people said. That makes it harder for plants in Mexico and Canada to 

meet the new threshold of 75 percent regional content, up from 62.5 percent under NAFTA, in 

order to trade duty-free, the people said. 

  

Mexico, together with Canada, is considering filing a formal complaint against the U.S. under the 

year-old USMCA, which could result in a dispute panel to hear arguments for the nations, the 

people said. 

  

Read more in an article from BNN Bloomberg. 

  

Yellen Says Trump Tariffs on China Hurt Americans: NYT 

  

Donald Trump’s trade dispute and sanctions against China failed to address the chief concerns of 

the U.S. and have left Americans worse off, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has been quoted as 

telling the New York Times. 

  

Yellen said the tariffs slapped on $360 billion of Chinese goods by President Joe Biden’s 

predecessor “were not put in place in a way that was very thoughtful with respect to where there 

are problems and what is the U.S. interest.” 

  

Read more in an article from Asia Financial. 
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